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5 Aggressive scaling of CMOS in the quest of smaller and faster
6 transistors has brought us into the sub 10-nm technology era
7 with the end of CMOS roadmap in sight. Number of alternative
8 nanoscale devices – both silicon and non-silicon – with inter-
9 esting switching characteristics have come onto the horizon.

10 They promise to replace CMOS as computing and/or informa-
11 tion carrier devices. Effective combination of innovative device
12 structures with fundamental physical properties of materials
13 and possibly entirely new state variables (e.g., mechanical state,
14 electron spin) to represent information give rise to attractive
15 functional properties of these nanoscale devices. These devices,
16 however, primarily have been studied at different levels – from
17 device physics to circuits and architecture – from the perspec-
18 tive of traditional device parameters – e.g., performance,
19 power, reliability, non-volatility, and manufacturability. Secu-
20 rity implications for these emerging nanoscale devices is an
21 important and integral topic in system design which has not
22 received adequate attention by the researchers.
23 These devices are poised to make profound impact in the
24 design of secure information processing systems by creating
25 new attack modalities, changing the effectiveness of current
26 attack models and countermeasures, and by enabling new
27 approaches to secure designs that leverage their unique char-
28 acteristics. In order to provide a foundation for secure elec-
29 tronics and computing in the nanoscale era, we need to
30 develop a deep understanding of the impact of nanoscale
31 device characteristics to higher layers of design abstraction,
32 where threat models and security properties are meaningfully
33 defined. On one hand, we need to understand the device
34 physics and operation of emerging devices as well as security
35 primitives and attack models on the other. Such understand-
36 ing will lead to the development of circuit-compatible mod-
37 els for these devices and design/analysis of common security
38 primitives such as Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs),
39 Random Number Generators (RNGs), anti-cloning circuits,
40 aging sensors, and cryptographic circuits. Furthermore, it
41 will enable us to analyze the efficacy of existing attacks,
42 such as side-channel attacks, aging attacks, counterfeiting,
43 hardware intellectual property (IP) piracy, hardware Trojan
44 attacks etc., and to discover unprecedented attack modalities.
45 Finally, new defense mechanisms (e.g., new design of secu-
46 rity primitives or more powerful cryptographic solution) may
47 be enabled by the unique characteristics of nanoscale

48devices. With these observations in mind, this special issue
49aims at comprehensively covering security issues with
50beyond-CMOS devices and emerging security solutions for
51systems built with these devices.
52It is our great pleasure to publish this special issue on secu-
53rity issues and opportunities for emerging post-CMOS nano-
54scale devices. This special issue contains the following four
55high-quality papers on diverse topics in nanoscale device secu-
56rity. Technical contributions in these papers range from secu-
57rity analysis for emerging devices to exploring design of new
58security primitives with them. We are extremely happy to
59choose these articles with distinctive contribution for this issue.
60(1) (260) “Performance Enhancement of a Time-Delay PUF
61Design by Utilizing Integrated Nanoscale ReRAM
62Devices”, by K. Beckmann et al.
63(2) (265) “Timing Attack and Countermeasure on NEMS
64Relay Based Design of Block Ciphers”, by B.Mazumdar
65et al.
66(3) (278) “Univariate Power Analysis Attacks Exploiting
67Static Dissipation of Nanometer CMOS VLSI Circuits
68for Cryptographic Applications”, by G. Scotti et al.
69(4) (291) “Tunnel FET Current Mode Logic for DPA-
70Resilient Circuit Designs”, by Y. Jin et al.
71We believe the collection of articles in this special issue
72will help advance the security theory of nanoscale devices
73and stimulate interest for further research in this important
74topic. The selected articles are expected to answer some of
75the key questions in nanoscale security, as follows:
76� What new attack models will emerge in the nanoscale
77era?
78� How can we project the characteristics of nanoscale
79devices to system security properties?
80� How effective are the existing countermeasures against
81known attack models?
82� Will emerging devices provide new opportunities for
83building security primitives or countermeasures against
84various hardware security issues (e.g., side-channel
85attacks, Trojan attacks, IP piracy, etc.)?
86We sincerely hope that you enjoy reading this special
87issue, and would like to thank all authors and reviewers for
88their tremendous efforts and contributions in producing these
89high-quality articles. We also take this opportunity to thank
90the IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing
91(TETC) Editor-in-Chief (EIC) Prof. Fabrizio Lombardi,
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92 Associate Editor Prof. Ramesh Karri, the editorial board, and
93 the entire editorial staff for their guidance, encouragement
94 and assistance in delivering this special issue.
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